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Abstract

In this work, we propose a new logic for reasoning about security pro-
tocols which extends multi-agent epistemic logic. This logic is inspired
on the work of Dolev and Yao [8]. We introduce a new semantics based
on structured propositions. Instead of building formulae from atomic
propositions, they are built from expressions. The latter, are any piece
of information that can appear in protocols: keys, messages, encrypted
messages, agents and properties or some combination of this information
in pairs. First, we propose this new semantics for our logic and provide
an axiomatization for it. Second, we prove its soundness and complete-
ness. Finally, we illustrate the use of our logic analyzing some well-known
protocols.

Keywords: Dolev-Yao model, modal logic, epistemic logic, communication
protocols.

1 Introduction

There are many approaches to formally verify authenticity and secrecy in com-
munication protocols. For instance, we may have algebraic, probabilistic, log-
ical approaches and so on. In this work we are most interested in logical
approaches to verify authenticity and secrecy in communication protocols.

The Dolev and Yao work [8] was the first one to use a deductive approach
to prove that a protocol could be broken by a malicious intruder. BAN logic
[4] also uses a deductive approach to protocol verification but with more flavor
of logic. After those works many more followed and the area has developed a
lot.

Epistemic logics are logic to deal with the concepts like knowledge and
believes. Many of theses logics have been tailored to be applied to computer
science problems, like multi-agent epistemic logics [10]. They have a semantics
based on Lamport model for distributed systems [15] and they can be used for
protocol verification.
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Some works extend Dolev-Yao model with some arithmetical theory in order
to verify that a given protocol based on some encryption function expressed in
this theory can be broken [6, 17].

There are many works in the area of access control logics. What they
have in common, in general, are primitive operators like says, speaks for and
some forms of delegation of authority. In [1], it is studied various possible
axioms for these operators and they are formalized in higher order intuitionistic
logic. Other line of research in this direction, are the ones that give a modal
representation to these concepts. In [12, 13] a modal analysis of says and
speaks for are provided, those approaches have the advantage of being based
on decidable logics.

Other approaches use epistemic logic to reasoning about protocol speci-
fications [5, 3, 14]. They are quite related to our proposed logic. The most
important feature that differentiate our approach is the use of structured propo-
sitions, i.e., propositions have some inner structure and this is reflected in the
semantics.

In this work we present a novel epistemic logic for reasoning about prop-
erties in protocols. It uses structure propositions, which is a new technique
to deal with messages, keys and properties in security protocols in an uniform
manner, keeping the logic propositional.

In Section 2, it is presented the necessary background concepts for the rest
of the paper: multi-agent epistemic logic and Dolev-Yao model. Section 3 in-
troduces the Dolev-Yao Epistemic Logic, illustrates its use with some examples
and discuss the relationship between deductions in Dolev-Yao model and de-
ductions in Dolev-Yao Epistemic Logic. In Section 4, we apply our approach
to some well-known protocols and, in Section 5, we discuss some improvements
and future works. Finally, Section 6 provides the final remarks. Appendices
A and B show the proofs of soundness and completeness, respectively, for the
Dolev-Yao Epistemic Logic.

2 Background

This section presents a brief overview of some topics in which our proposal is
based on. First, we introduce the syntax and semantics of multi-agent epistemic
logic. Then, we present the Dolev-Yao model [8].

2.1 Multi-agent epistemic logic

This section presents the multi-agent epistemic logic S5a. Using Kripke struc-
ture, the multi-agent approach allows us to represent knowledge and belief of
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an agent or a group of agents. We can use it in many applications, such as
puzzles, negotiations and protocols.

2.1.1 Language and semantics

The definitions below are based on [11, 21].

Definition 2.1 The epistemic language consists of an enumerable set of propo-
sitional symbols Φ, a finite set of agents A, the Boolean connectives ¬ and ∧
and a modality Ka for each agent a. The formulae are defined as follows,
represented in BNF-notation:

ϕ ::= p | > | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | Kaϕ

where p ∈ Φ, a ∈ A.

Kaϕ is intended to mean that “agent a knows ϕ”. We are considering
the standard abbreviations and conventions: ⊥ ≡ ¬>, ϕ ∨ φ ≡ ¬(¬ϕ ∧ ¬φ),
ϕ→ φ ≡ ¬(ϕ∧¬φ) and Baϕ ≡ ¬Ka¬ϕ (Baϕ may be read as “agent a believes
ϕ”).

Definition 2.2 A multi-agent epistemic frame is a tuple F = (S,Ra) where:

• S is a non-empty set of states;

• Ra is a binary relation over S, for each agent a ∈ A.

Definition 2.3 A multi-agent epistemic model is a pair M = (F, V ), where
F is a multi-agent epistemic frame and V is a valuation function V : Φ→ 2S.
We call a rooted multi-agent epistemic model (M, s) an epistemic state.

In most applications of multi-agent epistemic logic, the relations Ra are
equivalence relations (reflexive, transitive and symmetric relations). In this
work we only deal with the case where Ra are equivalence relations. We use
the symbols ∼a for each agent a instead of Ra.

Definition 2.4 Let M = 〈S,∼a, V 〉 be a multi-agent epistemic model. The
notion of satisfaction M, s |= ϕ is defined as follows:

• M, s |= p iff s ∈ V (p)

• M, s |= ¬φ iff M, s 6|= φ

• M, s |= φ ∧ ψ iff M, s |= φ and M, s |= ψ

• M, s |= Kaφ iff for all s′ ∈ S : s ∼a s
′ ⇒M, s′ |= φ
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2.1.2 Axiomatization

The axioms and inference rules (also called derivation rules) for S5 are given
below:

1. All instantiations of propositional tautologies.

2. Ka(ϕ→ ψ)→ (Kaϕ→ Kaψ)

3. Kaϕ→ ϕ

4. Kaϕ→ KaKaϕ [positive introspection]

5. ¬Kaϕ→ Ka¬Kaϕ [negative introspection]

Inference Rules

Modus Ponens ϕ,ϕ→ ψ/ψ Generalization ϕ/Kaϕ Substitution ϕ/σϕ

where σ is a map uniformly substituting formulae for propositional vari-
ables.

Theorem 2.5 S5a is sound and complete with respect to its semantics.

Proof. This proof is standard in multi-agent epistemic logics literature
[11, 21]. �

2.2 Dolev-Yao Model

The Dolev and Yao’s article [8] is a seminal work for analyzing security pro-
tocols. They work with symmetric public key protocols and they considered a
perfect encryption, i.e., the keys used are unbreakable.

2.2.1 Public key protocols

In this system, based on [7, 19], it is assumed that every user X in the network
has an encryption function EX , which generates a pair (X, EX), inserted in
a secure public directory, and a decryption function DX , known only to user
X. It is important to notice that the sender’s public key is represented, in
the message exchange, as a subscript of E. The main requirements on the
functions above are:

• DX(EX(M)) = M ;

• for any user Y , knowing EX(M) and the directory containing all the
public pairs does not reveal anything about M .
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2.2.2 Examples

To illustrate intruder’s possible behaviours, let’s consider the following exam-
ples.

Example 2.6 In this example, also called Man-in-the Middle (MITM) attack,
the plaintext is encoded with an encryption function, where the receiver always
replies using the sender’s public key. Suppose user A wants to send a plaintext
M to user B:

a) A sends message (A,EB(M), B) to B [Figure 1(a)];

b) Intruder Z intercepts the above message and sends message (Z,EB(M), B)
to B [Figure 1(b)];

c) B sends message (B,EZ(M), Z) to Z [Figure 1(c)];

d) Z decodes EZ(M) and obtains M .

A // (A,EB(M), B) // B
(a) Message from A to B

A //

(A,EB(M),B)

��

| // B

Z

(Z,EB(M),B)

??

(b) Interception and message from Z to B

B

(B,EZ(M),Z)

��
Z

(c) Message from B to Z

Figure 1: Illustration of Example 2.6

Example 2.7 Now, the plaintext is encoded with the name of the sender, and
the receiver uses the public key that corresponds to this user:

a) A sends message (A,EB(MA), B) to B [Figure 2(a)];

b) Z intercepts the above message and sends message (Z,EB(MA), B) to B
[Figure 2(b)];

c) B sends message (B,EA(MB), Z) to Z [Figure 2(c)];

d) Z cannot decode EA(MB) to obtain M .
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A // (A,EB(MA), B) // B
(a) Message from A to B

A //

(A,EB(MA),B)

��

| // B

Z

(Z,EB(MA),B)

??

(b) Interception and message from Z to B

B

(B,EA(MB),Z)

��
Z
(c) Message from B to Z

Figure 2: Illustration of Example 2.7

2.3 Rules

The Dolev-Yao model can be seen as a deductive system. These rules are not
presented in the original paper, but they can easily be obtained from the theory
presented there. Consider a set of keys K = {k1, ...} and an encripted message
{M}k, which represents a message M encrypted under the key k. An user can
only decrypt an encrypted message {M}k if he knows the key k:

Reflexivity
M ∈ T
T `M

Encryption
T `M T ` k
T ` {M}k

Decryption
T ` {M}k T ` k

T `M

Pair-Composition
T `M T ` N
T ` (M,N)

Pair-Decomposition
T ` (M,N)

T `M
T ` (M,N)

T ` N

where T is a set containing all the messages and encrypted messages that
the intruder has observed.

3 Dolev-Yao Multi-Agent Epistemic Logic

In Dolev-Yao model, the focus is on reasoning about an intruder. The idea is
mapping possible actions and knowledge acquired by the agents. On the other
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hand, epistemic logic can formally express what the agents know about the
world.

This section presents the Dolev-Yao Multi-Agent Epistemic Logic S5DY .
This logic is aimed to reasoning about knowledge in protocols, i.e, knowledge
about: keys, messages, encription/decription, concatenation, agents and groups
of agents.

3.1 Language and semantics

In the language of S5DY , formulae are built from expressions and not only from
propositional symbols. Intuitively, an expression is any piece of information
that can be encrypted, decrypted or concatenated in order to be communicated.

Definition 3.1 The Dolev-Yao multi-agent epistemic language consists of an
enumerable set of propositional symbols Φ, a finite set of agents A, an enumer-
able set of keys K = {k1, . . .}, the Boolean connectives ¬ and ∧ and a modality
Ka for each agent a. The expressions and formulae are defined as follows,
represented in BNF-notation:

E ::= p | k | (E1, E2) | {E}k
where k ∈ K and p ∈ Φ.

ϕ ::= m | > | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | Kaϕ

where m ∈ E and a ∈ A.

We are also considering the standard abbreviations and conventions as spec-
ified in Definition 2.1.

3.2 Semantics

Regarding the semantics, the definition of frame is the same as that in standard
multi-agent epistemic logics. However, three restrictions were added to the
valuation function, which we found necessary for the soundness proof developed
later on.

Definition 3.2 A Dolev-Yao multi-agent epistemic model is a pair M =
〈F , V 〉, where F is a Dolev-Yao multi-agent epistemic frame and V is a val-
uation function V : E → 2S satisfying the following conditions for all m ∈ E
and k ∈ K:

1. V (m) ∩ V (k) ⊆ V ({m}k)
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2. V ({m}k) ∩ V (k) ⊆ V (m)

3. V (m) ∩ V (n) = V ((m,n))

The first condition ensures that, in any state, if we have a message m and
a key k then we must be able to have the encrypted message {m}k.

Condition 2 establishes that if we have an encrypted message {m}k and a
key k then we must be able to decrypt it and obtain m.

Finally, the last one says that, in any state, we have messages m and n if
and only if we have the pair (m,n).

The notion of satisfaction is similar to that defined for multi-agent epistemic
logic in Definition 2.4. The only difference is for evaluation of expressions:

2. M, s |= m iff s ∈ V (m), for m ∈ E

3.3 Axiomatization

The axiomatization for S5DY is an extension of the one presented for multi-
agent epistemic logic in Section 2.1.2, with three new axioms for encryption,
decryption and pairing:

1. All instantiations of propositional tautologies.

2. Ka(ϕ→ ψ)→ (Kaϕ→ Kaψ)

3. Kaϕ→ ϕ

4. Kaϕ→ KaKaϕ [positive introspection]

5. ¬Kaϕ→ Ka¬Kaϕ [negative introspection]

6. m ∧ k → {m}k [encryption]

7. {m}k ∧ k → m [decryption]

8. m ∧ n↔ (m,n) [pair composition & decomposition]

Inference Rules

Modus Ponens ϕ,ϕ→ ψ/ψ Generalization ϕ/Kaϕ Substitution ϕ/σϕ

where σ is a map uniformly substituting formulae for propositional vari-
ables.
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Axioms 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are standard in multi-agent epistemic logics litera-
ture [11]. Axioms 6, 7 and 8 enforce the semantical properties of the valuation
function (conditions 1, 2 and 3 of Definition 3.2). Axiom 6, ensures that, when-
ever we have a message m and a key k, then we must able to encrypt it and
obtain the message {m}k. Axiom 7, establishes that if we have an encrypted
message {m}k and a key k, then we must be able to decrypt it and obtain m.
Finally, axiom 8 says that, we have messages m and n if and only if we have
the pair (m,n).

At this point, we are able to state the lemma that we will use repeatedly
in our system.

Lemma 3.3 The following formulae are theorems of S5DY :

1. Kam ∧Kak → Ka{m}k

2. Ka{m}k ∧Kak → Kam

3. Kam ∧Kan↔ Ka(m,n)

Proof. This proof is straightforward from axioms 2, 6, 7, 8, inference rule
Generalization and the fact that Ka distributes over conjunction: ` Ka(ϕ ∧
ψ)↔ (Kaϕ ∧Kaψ). �

Theorem 3.4 S5DY is sound and complete with respect to the class of S5DY

models.

Proof. The soundness and completeness proof can be found in Appendix A
and B. �

3.4 Examples

Now, we revisit the examples of Section 2.2.2. The protocol actions, like send
and receive, are represented in the metalanguage.

We have three agents, A,B and Z. In order to have a more economical
notation, we use kAB, kAZ and kBZ to denote the shared key between agents
A, B and Z. Assuming that kxy = kyx for every agent x and y, KB stands for
Knowledge Base and i.k. for initial knowledge and lem. refers to Lemma 3.3.

Example 3.5 Returning to Example 2.6, user A wants to send a message m
to user B. The receiver always replies a message using the key shared with the
sender:
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0. KB0 = {KAkAB, KBkAB, KBkBZ , KZkBZ , KAm} i.k.

KB0 ` KA{m}kAB

sendAB({m}kAB
)

��

lem. 1

−−−

Z intercepts
��

1. KB1 := KB0 ∪KZ{m}kAB

sendZB({m}kAB
)

��
2. KB2 := KB1 ∪KB{m}kAB

KB2 ` KBm lem. 2

KB2 ` KB{m}kZB

sendBZ({m}kBZ
)

��

lem. 1

3. KB3 := KB2 ∪KZ{m}kBZ

KB3 ` KZm lem. 2

Intruder Z knows m.

Example 3.6 Returning to Example 2.7, agent A also sends an encrypted
message to agent B, but now the receiver always replies a message using the
key shared with the indicated agent that is encrypted with the plaintext:

0. KB0 = {KAkAB, KBkAB, KBkBZ , KZkBZ , KAm} i.k.

KB0 ` KA(kAB,m) lem. 3
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KB0 ` KA{(kAB,m)}kAB

sendAB({(kAB ,m)}kAB
)

��

lem. 1

−−−

Z intercepts
��

1. KB1 := KB0 ∪KZ{(kAB,m)}kAB

sendZB({(kAB ,m)}kAB
)

��
2. KB2 := KB1 ∪KB{(kAB,m)}kAB

KB2 ` KB(kAB,m) lem. 2

KB2 ` KBm lem. 3

KB2 ` KB{(kAB,m)}kAB

sendBZ({(kAB ,m)}kAB
)

��

lem. 1

3. KB3 := KB2 ∪KZ{(kAB,m)}kAB

KB3 6` KZm

Intruder Z does not know m.

3.5 Relationship between S5DY and Dolev-Yao model

In this section, we establish a relationship between deductions in Dolev-Yao
model and deductions in S5DY . First, we define the notion of deduction in
both systems. Second, we propose a translation from deductions in Dolev-
Yao model into deductions in S5DY . Finally, we prove that for every set of
expressions T and an expression m, if there exists a deduction of m from T in
Dolev-Yao model, then there exists a deduction of m from T in S5DY .

3.5.1 Deduction in Dolev-Yao model and in S5DY

This section presents the definition of deduction in both systems. It is impor-
tant to notice that a deduction in Dolev-Yao model is a sequence of sequents
and in S5DY is a sequence of formulae.
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Definition 3.7 (Deduction in Dolev-Yao model) Given a set of expres-
sions T = {m1,m2, . . . ,mn} and an expression m:

• we call a pair T ` m a sequent;

• the sequence of sequents 〈S1, . . . , Sn〉 is a deduction of m from T in
Dolev-Yao model, T `DY m iff Sn = T ` m and each Si (1 ≤ i < n):

1. is T ` mi and mi ∈ Ti; or

2. is obtained by Dolev-Yao inference rules Encryption, Decryption,
Pair-Composition and Pair-Decomposition applied to Sl and/or Sk
and l, k < i.

• we define the length of the deduction π = 〈S1, . . . , Sn〉 as n, denoted as
|π| = n.

Deduction in S5DY is defined as follows.

Definition 3.8 (Deduction in S5DY ) A formula α is said to be a theorem
of a set of formulae Γ, Γ `S5DY

α iff there exists a sequence of formulae
〈α1, . . . , αn〉 such that αn = α and each αi (1 ≤ i < n):

1. is an instance of the axioms; or

2. is obtained by Modus Ponens, Generalization or Substitution applied to
αl and/or αk and l, k < i; or

3. is a member of Γ.

The sequence of formulae 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 is called a deduction of α from Γ.

3.5.2 Translation

First, we propose a map (translation) from deductions in Dolev-Yao model into
deductions in S5DY .

Definition 3.9 Let πn = 〈T ` m1, . . . , T ` mn〉 a deduction of mn from T
in Dolev-Yao model, T `DY mn of length n. We inductively define a map
(translation) (.)t from deductions in Dolev-Yao model to deductions in S5DY

as follows:

• i = 1 : π1 = 〈T ` m1〉, then (π1)
t = 〈m1〉, (m1 ∈ T );

• let πi−1 = 〈T ` m1, . . . , T ` mi−1〉 and (πi−1)
t its translation. Then we

define the translation of πi as follows:
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1. if mi ∈ T , then (πi)
t = (πi−1)

t • 〈mi〉, where • is the sequence
composition operator;

2. if T ` mi is obtained using inference rule:

(a) Encryption: applied to some sequents T ` mj and T ` mk, with
1 ≤ j, k < i, then
(πi)

t = (πi−1)
t •〈mj → (mk → (mj∧mk))•〈mk → (mj∧mk)〉•

〈(mj ∧mk)〉 • 〈(mj ∧mk)→ {mj}mk
〉 • 〈{mj}mk

〉;
(b) Decryption: applied to some sequents T ` {mj}mk

and T ` mk,
with 1 ≤ j, k < i, then
(πi)

t = (πi−1)
t • 〈{mj}mk

→ (mk → ({mj}mk
∧mk)) • 〈mk →

({mj}mk
∧mk)〉•〈({mj}mk

∧mk)〉•〈({mj}mk
∧mk)→ mj〉•〈mj〉;

(c) Pair-Composition: applied to some sequents T ` mj and T `
mk, with 1 ≤ j, k < i, then
(πi)

t = (πi−1)
t •〈mj → (mk → (mj∧mk))•〈mk → (mj∧mk)〉•

〈(mj ∧mk)〉 • 〈(mj ∧mk)→ (mj ,mk)〉 • 〈(mj ,mk)〉;
(d) Pair-Decomposition: applied to some sequent T ` mj, with

1 ≤ j < i and mj = (ml,mk), then (πi)
t = (πi−1)

t•〈(ml,mk)→
(ml ∧mk)〉 • 〈(ml ∧mk)〉 • 〈(ml ∧mk) → ml〉 • 〈(ml ∧mk) →
mk〉 • 〈ml〉 • 〈mk〉.

It is important to notice that, in each step of the translation, in order to
obtain (πi)

t, it is only added to (πi−1)
t instance of the axioms or the conclusion

of the application of Modus Ponens.
The following corollary asserts that every expression that appears in right

hand side of any sequent in a deduction in Dolev-Yao model also occurs in the
translated deduction in S5DY .

Corollary 3.10 Let π = 〈S1, . . . , Sn〉 be a deduction in Dolev-Yao model and
Si = T ` mi (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Then, mi occurs in (π)t.
Proof. This proof follows straightforward from Definition 3.9 (translation),
because in all cases (πi)

t = (πi−1)
t • . . . • 〈mi〉. Thus, mi occurs in (πi)

t and,
consequently, mi occurs in (π)t.

�

We are ready to enunciate the main theorem of this section. It states that
if an expression m has a deduction π from a set of expressions T in Dolev-Yao
model, then there exists a deduction (π)t of m from T in S5DY .

Theorem 3.11 Let π be a deduction of m from T in Dolev-Yao model, T `DY

m. Then, (π)t is a deduction of m from T in S5DY , T `S5DY
m.
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Proof. By induction on the length of π.

Base case: |π| = 1, then π = 〈T ` m〉, where it must be the case that
m ∈ T , and so (π)t = 〈m〉, which is trivially a deduction of m from T in S5DY .

Induction hypothesis: suppose it holds for deductions π such that |π| <
i.

Suppose we have a deduction π of m from T with length |π| = i.

Let πi−1 = 〈T ` m1, . . . , T ` mi−1〉. By the induction hypothesis, (πi−1)
t

is a deduction of mi−1 from T in S5DY . We have to prove that (πi)
t is also a

deduction in S5DY . We have five cases, one for each Dolev-Yao inference rule:

• m ∈ T : then (πi)
t = (πi−1)

t • 〈m〉 which is trivially a deduction of m
from T in S5DY ;

• m is obtained by the inference rule Encryption applied to sequents T `
mj and T ` mk, with 1 ≤ j, k < i: so m = {mj}mk

.

By Definition 3.9 (2 (a)),

(πi)
t = (πi−1)

t • 〈mj → (mk → (mj ∧mk)) • 〈mk → (mj ∧mk)〉 • 〈(mj ∧
mk)〉 • 〈(mj ∧mk)→ {mj}mk

〉 • 〈{mj}mk
〉.

As (πi−1)
t is a deduction in S5DY , by Corollary 3.10, mj and mk occurs

in (πi−1)
t. Applying Modus Ponens four times in the last part of (πi)

t

we obtain {mj}mk
. Thus, as (πi−1)

t is a deduction in S5DY , so is (πi)
t.

• the cases form obtained by the inference rules Decryption, Pair-Composition
and Pair-Decomposition are analogous to the previous case.

�

It is worth to notice that S5DY is more expressive than Dolev-Yao model.
The former has all the booleans connectives and the modal epistemic operators.
This makes possible not only expressing boolean combination of properties but
also describing epistemic properties that agents knows and believes. It allows
for expressing properties like “if the intruder Z knows the shared key kAB and
it believes that the content of message m contains some important information,
then it can start the attack”. For instance, suppose, agent Z has the following
booleans variables:

- Im (message m contains some important information);
- A (Z must start the attack);
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- kAB (shared key between agents A and B).
Then the above property could be expressed in S5DY as

(KZkAB ∧BZIm)→ A1

4 Applications

This section analyses two well-known protocols, which were investigated in [4],
using our proposed logic S5DY . First, we deal with Kerberos protocol [18, 16],
which is used to provide a shared key between two users. We show that an
intruder cannot know this shared key. Finally, we show that the Andrew Secure
RPC protocol [20], which can be used when an user wants to refresh his key,
is breakable by a malicious user.

It is important to notice that, in the following applications, we use agents
names as propositions.

4.1 Kerberos Protocol

Based on [18], the Kerberos protocol was developed for Project Athena at MIT.
It is used to provide a shared key between two users when a server is requested
to do so, using timestamps.

Considering two users A and B, an authentication server S (also treated
as an agent), Tx as the timestamp generated by agent x and the lifetime L, we
can represent this protocol by the following steps (assuming that every user
already has a shared key with the server):

1. A wants to communicate with B, so A sends a message to S stating it;

2. S replies to A, with an encrypted message containing TS , L, kAB and an
encrypted message that only B can read (since it was encrypted under
kBS), which also contains the timestamp, the lifetime, and the shared
key requested (this message is also called ticket);

3. A sends the ticket to B together with a timestamp encrypted under kAB;

4. B receives the first message sent by S and then can check TS and L. If it
has been created recently, B uses the kAB to decrypt the second message
sent by A. Then, B can take the communication from there, using TA.

Supposing that an intruder Z intercepts the message sent from A to B and
he already got from S what is necessary to communicate with B. Let’s analyze
this protocol using S5DY :

1Belief operator is defined as the dual of the knowledge operator BZφ ≡ ¬KZ¬φ.
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0. KB0 = {KAA,KAB,KAkAS ,KATA,KBkBS ,

KBTB,KSTS ,KSL,KSkAB,KSkBS ,KZTZ , i.k.

KZkZB,KZ{(TS , L′, kZB, Z)}kBS
}

KB0 ` KA(A,B)

sendAS((A,B))
��

lem. 3

1. KB1 := KB0 ∪KS(A,B)

KB1 ` KSA lem. 3

KB1 ` KSB lem. 3

KB1 ` KS(TS , L, kAB, A) lem. 3

KB1 ` KS{(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
lem. 1

KB1 ` KS(TS , L, kAB, B, {(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
) lem. 3

KB1 ` KS{(TS , L, kAB, B, {(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
)}kAS

sendSA({(TS ,L,kAB ,B,{(TS ,L,kAB ,A)}kBS
)}kAS

)

��

lem. 1

2. KB2 := KB1 ∪KA{(TS , L, kAB, B, {(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
)}kAS

KB2 ` KA(TS , L, kAB, B, {(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
) lem. 2

KB2 ` KA{(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
lem. 3
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KB2 ` KAkAB lem. 3

KB2 ` KA(A, TA) lem. 3

KB2 ` KA{(A, TA)}kAB
lem. 1

KB2 ` KA({(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
, {(A, TA)}kAB

)

sendAB(({(TS ,L,kAB ,A)}kBS
,{(A,TA)}kAB

))

��

lem. 3

−−−

Z intercepts
��

3. KB3 := KB2 ∪KZ({(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
, {(A, TA)}kAB

)

Now Z has two possibilities. The first one is to send the same intercepted
message to B:

3. KB3 := KB2 ∪KZ({(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
, {(A, TA)}kAB

)

sendZB(({(TS ,L,kAB ,A)}kBS
,{(A,TA)}kAB

))

��
4. KB4 := KB3 ∪KB({(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS

, {(A, TA)}kAB
)

KB4 ` KB{(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
lem. 3

KB4 ` KB{(A, TA)}kAB
lem. 3

KB4 ` KB(TS , L, kAB, A) lem. 2

KB4 ` KBkAB lem. 3

KB4 ` KB(A, TA) lem. 2
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KB4 ` KBTA lem. 3

KB4 ` KB{TA}kAB

sendBZ({TA}kAB
)

��

lem. 1

5. KB5 := KB4 ∪KZ{TA}kAB

KB5 6` KZTA

Intruder Z does not know TA.
Or he can send a concatenation of the ticket he previously got from S and

the encrypted message:

3. KB3 := KB2 ∪KZ({(TS , L, kAB, A)}kBS
, {(A, TA)}kAB

)

KB3 ` KZ{(A, TA)}kAB
lem. 3

KB3 ` KZ({(TS , L′, kZB, Z)}kBS
, {(A, TA)}kAB

)

sendZB(({(TS ,L
′,kZB ,Z)}kBS

,{(Z,TA)}kAB
))

��

lem. 3

4. KB4 := KB3 ∪KB({(TS , L′, kZB, Z)}kBS
, {(Z, TA)}kAB

)

KB4 ` KB{(TS , L′, kZB, Z)}kBS
lem. 3

KB4 ` KB{(A, TA)}kAB
lem. 3

KB4 ` KB(TS , L
′, kZB, Z) lem. 2

KB4 6` KBkAB

KB4 6` KB(TA, A)
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KB4 6` KZTA

Since B is not able to continue the communication, Z cannot know TA.

4.2 Andrew Secure RPC Handshake Protocol

The Andrew Secure RPC protocol [20] can be used when an user wants to
refresh his key. So, in this scenario, let’s consider that a handshake between
user A and server S is made when a shared key kAS already exists and A wants
to obtain a new key k′AS . We can represent this protocol by the following steps
(assuming that nonces are “expressions invented for the purpose of being fresh”
and “commonly include a timestamp or a number that is used only once” [4]):

1. A sends a nonce NA encrypted with the key shared with S to state that
he wants a new shared key;

2. S returns this nonce concatenated with NS , also encrypted;

3. A returns only NS to the server, encrypted under kAS ;

4. after check the last message, S can send the new shared key k′AS con-
catenated with N ′S , which “is an initial sequence number to be used in
subsequent communication” [4], and encrypted with the first shared key.

Since there is no indication of who originated the third message, the server
will reply this message using the key shared with the sender. Let’s suppose
that an intruder Z intercepts this message, we can also analyze this protocol:

0. KB0 = {KAkAS ,KAkAZ ,KANA,KAA,KSkAS ,

KSkZS ,KSNS ,KSk
′
AS ,KSN

′
S ,KZkAZ ,KZkZS} i.k.

KB0 ` KA(A,NA) lem. 3

KB0 ` KA{(A,NA)}kAS

sendAS({(A,NA)}kAS
)

��

lem. 1

1. KB1 := KB0 ∪KS{(A,NA)}kAS
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KB1 ` KB(A,NA) lem. 2

KB1 ` KBNA lem. 3

KB1 ` KB(NA, NS) lem. 3

KB1 ` KB{(NA, NS)}kAS

sendSA({(NA,NS)}kAS
)

��

lem. 1

2. KB2 := KB1 ∪KA{(NA, NS)}kAS

KB2 ` KA(NA, NS) lem. 2

KB2 ` KANS lem. 3

KB2 ` KA{NS}kAS

sendAS({(NS)}kAS
)

��

lem. 1

−−−

Z intercepts
��

3. KB3 := KB2 ∪KZ{NS}kAS

sendZB({(NS)}kAS
)

��
4. KB4 := KB3 ∪KS{NS}kAS

KB4 ` KSNS lem. 2

KB4 ` KS(k′AS , N
′
S) lem. 3
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KB4 ` KS{(k′AS , N
′
S)}kZS

sendSZ({(k′AS ,N
′
S)}kZS

)

��

lem. 1

5. KB5 := KB4 ∪KZ{(k′AS , N
′
S)}kZS

KB5 ` KZ(k′AS , N
′
S) lem. 2

KB5 ` KZk
′
AS lem. 3

KB5 ` KZN
′
S lem. 3

KB5 ` KZ{(k′AS , N
′
S)}kAZ

sendZA({(k′AS ,N
′
S)}kAZ

)

��

lem. 1

6. KB6 := KB5 ∪KA{(k′AS , N
′
S)}kAZ

KB6 ` KA(k′AS , N
′
S) lem. 2

KB6 ` KAk
′
AS lem. 3

KB6 ` KAN
′
S lem. 3

Now, intruder Z is able to decrypt any message eventually sent by A or S
and encrypted under k′AS .

5 Future Work

There are many possible extensions of this work. In this section, we discuss
five extension there we are already working on or planning to do.

5.1 Knowledge de dicto and knowledge de re

We can refer the knowledge operator of the logic defined in Section 3 as knowl-
edge de dicto. The modal operator Ka is meant to capture the standard notion
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of knowledge de dicto that an agent a has about piece of information. For in-
stance, the sentence KAKBm means that agent A knows (that it is the case
that) agent B knows message m. What do we mean by an agent to know the
message m? Does she know the content of the message or the message itself?

We extend the language with a new knowledge operator (K̆a) in order to
capture the notion of knowledge de re [14]. The intuition behind the proposition
K̆am is that agent a knows the content of message m. For instance, the formula
KAK̆Bm expresses the fact that agent A knows that agent B knows the content
of message m.

Let Φ be an enumerable set of propositional symbols, let A denote a finite
set of agents, and let K be an enumerable set of keys. We use p, q, . . . as meta-
variables to denote propositions. With a we denote an agent and with k a
given key. We shall use ka to refer to a’s key.

5.1.1 Language

The language is an extension of Dolev-Yao Multi-Agent Epistemic Language,
defined in Section 3, with this new knowledge de re K̆a.

E ::= p | k | (E1, E2) | {E}k
where k ∈ K and p ∈ Φ.

ϕ ::= m | > | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | Kaϕ | K̆am

where m ∈ E and a ∈ A.

M ::= a | k | (M,M) | {M}k
where a ∈ A and k ∈ K. A message of the form (M1,M2) denotes the pair
composition of messages M1 and M2, whereas {M}k is the encryption of mes-
sage M with key k. N.B.: we allow an agent’s name a in the definition of a
message so that it can be appended to a message M to obtain the (signed)
message (M,a), as it is used in some of the examples. With M we denote the
set of all messages.

5.1.2 Proposal for an Axiomatization

1. All instantiations of propositional tautologies.

2. K̆aa [every agent knows its own name]

3. K̆aM ∧ K̆aM
′ ↔ K̆a(M,M ′) [pair composition & decomposition]

4. K̆aM ∧ K̆ak → K̆a{M}k [encryption]
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5. K̆a{M}k ∧ K̆ak → K̆aM [decryption]

6. Kaα ∧Ka(α→ β)→ Kaβ

7. Kaα→ α

8. Kaα→ KaKaα

9. ¬Kaα→ Ka¬Kaα

10. K̆aM → KaK̆aM [positive de re introspection]

11. ¬K̆aM → Ka¬K̆aM [negative de re introspection]

12. K̆aM → KaM

13. K̆aM →M

These are some possible axioms. To complete this axiomatization is one of
our future tasks. But we also need to propose a semantics for this new logic
and prove its soundness, completeness, decidability and complexity. Moreover,
we would like to investigate some applications of this new knowledge operator
(K̆a).

5.2 Common knowledge

Much of the information in a protocol can be considered as common knowledge.
In this work we intend to extend our logic with group operators like distributed
knowledge and common knowledge. As far as we have done, this extension is
quite standard if we do not have the knowledge de re operator.

5.3 Adding actions

Another possible extension would be to add actions in the sense of propositional
dynamic logic. In all examples in this work, actions are performed in the meta
level. It would be interesting to bring action to the object level and use the
same language to reason about knowledge and actions.

5.4 Model checking

We would like to propose and implement algorithms for model checking formu-
lae in security protocols. Also, we would like to contemplate all the extensions
proposed in the sections above in this model checking project.
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5.5 Adding Equational Reasoning

Some works extend Dolev-Yao model with some arithmetical theory in order
to deal with situations where we do not have perfect cryptography [6, 17].

Probabilistic epistemic logic extends epistemic logic with some equations
to deal with probabilities [9].

Finally, we would like to extend our axiomatic system with the possibility of
make equational reasoning. By doing so, we will be able to deal with imperfect
cryptography and express properties of more realistic security protocols.

6 Final remarks

In this work, we have presented a new epistemic logic for reasoning about se-
curity protocols. This logic introduces a new semantics based on structured
propositions, i.e., they are any piece of information that can appear in pro-
tocols: keys, messages, agents and properties or some combination of this
information in pairs, encrypted messages and so on.

We have proposed a new semantics and an axiomatization for this logic.
And, we have proved its soundness and completeness.

We illustrate the use of our logic with two real protocols: Kerberos and
Andrew Secure RPC Handshake.
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Appendices

A Soundness

We only prove the soundness of axioms 6, 7, 8. The others axioms and inference
rules are standard in multi-agent epistemic logics and are well-known to be
sound for the class of S5a models.

Lemma A.1 The following axioms are sound with respect to the class of S5DY

models:

1. m ∧ k → {m}k [encryption]

2. {m}k ∧ k → m [decryption]

3. m ∧ n↔ (m,n) [pair composition & decomposition]

Proof.

1. suppose we have a model M and a state s such that

M, s  m ∧ k

Then we have that M, s  m and M, s  k.

But this is if and only if s ∈ V (m) and s ∈ V (k).

By condition 1 of Definition 3.2, we have that s ∈ V ({m}k) and, thus,

M, s  {m}k and M, s  m ∧ k → {m}k.

2 & 3. analogous to the above proof, but we use conditions 2 and 3 of

Definition 3.2, respectively.

�

B Completeness

Now we prove the completeness of S5DY by Canonical Models, based on [2].
First, we need some definitions:

Definition B.1 (Maximal Consistent Set) Given a system S and a set of
formulae Γ, we say:
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1. Γ is S-inconsistent if for some subset {α1, . . . , αn} ⊆ Γ we have

`S ¬(α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn)

and Γ is S-consistent if it is not S-inconsistent;

2. Γ is maximal if for any formula α, either α ∈ Γ or ¬α ∈ Γ;

3. Γ is maximal S-consistent if it is both maximal and S-consistent. In this
case, we say that Γ is a S-MCS.

Next, we list and prove the MCS properties:

Proposition B.2 (MCS Properties) Let Γ be a S-MCS. Then for all for-
mulae φ and ψ:

1. either φ ∈ Γ or ¬φ ∈ Γ, but not both;

2. Γ is closed under Modus Ponens: if φ ∈ Γ and φ→ ψ then ψ ∈ Γ;

3. φ ∨ ψ ∈ Γ iff either φ ∈ Γ or ψ ∈ Γ;

4. φ ∧ ψ ∈ Γ iff both φ ∈ Γ and ψ ∈ Γ;

In particular, if Γ is a S5DY -MCS then for all messages m and {m}k, pair
(m,n) and key k:

5. all theorems of S5DY ⊆ Γ;

6. if m ∈ Γ and k ∈ Γ then {m}k ∈ Γ;

7. if {m}k ∈ Γ and k ∈ Γ then m ∈ Γ;

8. (m,n) ∈ Γ iff both m ∈ Γ and n ∈ Γ.

Proof.

1. by maximality, one of them must be in Γ;

2. suppose ψ 6∈ Γ, then {φ, φ → ψ,¬ψ} ⊆ Γ, which is an absurd because
{φ, φ→ ψ,¬ψ} is S-inconsistent. Therefore ψ ∈ Γ;

3 & 4. analogous to property 2;

5. for all theorems ω ∈ S5DY , `S5DY
ω. Suppose ¬ω ∈ Γ, as Γ is S5DY -

consistent, Γ `S5DY
¬ω, which is a contradiction. Then ¬ω 6∈ Γ. By

maximality, ω ∈ Γ. Therefore all theorems of S5DY ⊆ Γ;
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6, 7 & 8. follow straightforward from properties 2 and 5.

�

Now, our aim is to state and prove Lindenbaum’s Lemma, which shows that
any consistent set of formulae can be extended to a MCS:

Lemma B.3 (Lindenbaum’s Lemma) For any S-consistent set Σ, there is
a set Σ+ such that:

• Σ ⊆ Σ+; and

• Σ+ is a S-MCS.

Proof. Let φ0, φ1, φ2, . . . be an enumeration of formulae of our language. We
define the set Σ+ as the union of a chain of S-consistent sets as follows:

• Σ0 = Σ; Σi+1 =

{
Σi ∪ {φi+1}, if it is S-consistent
Σi ∪ {¬φi+1}, otherwise

Claim: Σj is S-consistent for any j. We prove that by induction on j.

Base case: Σ0 = Σ is S-consistent by hypothesis.

Induction hypothesis: suppose that Σj is S-consistent.

Now, we want to show that Σj+1 is also consistent. By construction, we
have:

Σj+1 =

{
Σj ∪ {φj+1}, if it is S-consistent
Σj ∪ {¬φj+1}, otherwise

By the above construction we have directly that Σj+1 is also S-consistent.
Thus, Σi is S-consistent for any i.

• Σ+ ∪i≥0 Σi. Now we have to prove that Σ+ is a S-MCS.

Σ+ is S-consistent. Because otherwise some finite subset of the set
Σi ⊆ Σ+ would be S-inconsistent, but we just proved that any Σi is
S-consistent. Therefore, by item 1 of the definition of Maximal Con-
sistent Set (Definition B.1), Σ+ is S-consistent.

Σ+ is maximal. Because given any formula φ, either φ ∈ Σj or ¬φ ∈ Σj ,
for some j. Then Σj ⊆ Σ+. So, Σ+ is maximal.

Therefore Σ+ is a S-MCS.

�

The Canonical Model for S is defined as follows:
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Definition B.4 (Canonical Model) The canonical model M over S is the
triple 〈SS ,∼Sa , V S〉, where:

1. SS is the set of all S-MCS;

2. ∼Sa is the canonical relation, a binary relation on SS , for each agent
a ∈ A, defined by s ∼Sa r if for all formula ψ, if Kaψ ∈ s then ψ ∈ r;

3. V S is the canonical valuation, defined as V S(e) = {s ∈ SS | e ∈ s},
where e ∈ E.

F = (SS ,∼Sa ) is called the canonical frame.

Next, we prove the Existence Lemma, in order to prove later the Truth
Lemma:

Lemma B.5 (Existence Lemma) Let Γ ∈ SS be a S-MCS such that Baφ ∈
Γ. Then, there exists a S-MCS Σ such that {ϕ | Kaϕ ∈ Γ} ∪ {φ} ⊆ Σ.

Proof. We first prove that Σ− = {ϕ | Kaϕ ∈ Γ} ∪ {φ} is S-consistent.
Suppose that Σ− is S-inconsistent. Then, there exists a finite subset

ϕ1, . . . , ϕn such that ¬(ϕ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ϕn ∧ φ) is a theorem:

`S ¬(ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn ∧ φ)

`S ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn → ¬φ [propositional tautology ]

`S Ka(ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn → ¬φ) [inference rule Generalization]

`S Kaϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧Kaϕn → Ka¬φ [axiom 2]

By hypothesis, Kaϕ1 ∈ Γ, . . . ,Kaϕn ∈ Γ, so, by property 2 of the MCS
Properties (Proposition B.2), Ka¬φ ∈ Γ, and also, by duality and as Γ is
S-MCS, ¬Baφ ∈ Γ, which is a contradiction. Thus, Σ− is S-consistent. By
Lindenbaum’s Lemma (Lemma B.3), there exists a S-MCS extension Σ that
extends Σ−. �

Lemma B.6 (Truth Lemma) For any formula φ, MS , s  φ iff φ ∈ s.

Proof. By induction on the length of φ.
Base case:

MS , s  e iff s ∈ V S(e) iff e ∈ s

Induction hypothesis: it holds for |φ| < i:
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MS , s  φ iff φ ∈ s

Booleans: follows from the property 1 of the MCS Properties (Propo-
sition B.2).

Knowledge operator:

⇒ Suppose
MS , s  Kaφ (i)

and Kaφ 6∈ s. Thus, by maximality, we have that Ba¬φ ∈ s. So, by
Existence Lemma (Lemma B.5) there exists a r such that

{ϕ | Kaϕ ∈ s} ∪ ¬φ ⊆ r (ii)

By definition of Canonical Model (Definition B.4) s ∼Sa r. From (i),
for all s′, if s ∼Sa s′ then

MS , s′  φ

By the induction hypothesis, φ ∈ s′ for all s′ and in particular φ ∈ r,
which is a contradiction with (ii). Thus, Kaφ ∈ s

⇐ Suppose Kaφ ∈ s and
MS , s 6 Kaφ

then there exists a r such that s ∼Sa r and

MS , r  ¬φ

But by induction hypothesis, ¬φ ∈ r. By Canonical Model (Definition
B.4) if s ∼Sa r, for all formula ψ, if Kaψ ∈ s then ψ ∈ r. So, φ ∈ r, which
is a contradiction. Thus,

MS , s  Kaφ

�

Lemma B.7 The canonical model relations ∼Sa are reflexive, transitive and
symmetric.

Proof. This follows from the definition of ∼Sa and this proof can be found in
epistemic and modal logics literature [2, 11, 21]. �

Theorem B.8 The canonical model MS5DY is a S5DY model.
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Proof.
First we prove that MS5DY satisfies conditions 1, 2 and 3 of Definition 3.2:

• suppose we have s ∈ V (m) ∩ V (k) for a generic state s ∈ SS5DY . So, we
have that s ∈ V (m) and s ∈ V (k). Also,

MS5DY , s  m

and
MS5DY , s  k

which entails
MS5DY , s  m ∧ k

As SS5DY is a S5DY -MCS, all the axioms of S5DY are valid in s. Using
axiom 6 and inference rule Modus Ponens, we have

MS5DY , s  {m}k

Therefore, by the Truth Lemma (Lemma B.6), we have that {m}k ∈ s,
that is, s ∈ V ({m}k). Thus, V (m) ∩ V (k) ⊆ V ({m}k) (condition 1 of
Definition 3.2).

• the proofs of conditions 2 and 3 of Definition 3.2 are analogous to the
above proof, but we use axioms 7 and 8, respectively.

Together with Lemma B.7, we are done.
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Theorem B.9 Let Σ be a S5DY -consistent set of formulae. Then, Σ is satis-
fiable.

Proof.
By Existence Lemma (Lemma B.5), there exists a S5DY -MCS Σ+ such

that Σ ⊆ Σ+ and, by Truth Lemma (Lemma B.6), MS5DY ,Σ+ |= Σ.
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